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One thing that I have been seeing more of is
“repaired” notes showing up in currency auctions. This
has been going on for a few years but recently, in my opin-
ion, has really exploded.

First of all, let us clarify: doctored, restored, repaired,
design redrawn, professionally enhanced, processed, nice-
ly executed, apparent grade, not distracting repair, pieces
replaced,  molested, repair was nicely performed, etc. all
mean the same thing. The natural condition of the note
was altered in order to enhance its beauty and more
specifically, its value.

In the “Art World” restoring a damaged painting or
object has always been the norm, but why has this become
“acceptable” in the paper money arena? 

Maybe it’s because we paper money collectors enjoy
the beauty and colors of the notes that we collect, so much
so, that we actually call these notes “works of art.”  If
these were coins that were “professionally repaired” or
“doctored,” the various coin grading services would not
even grade them, intentionally that is. Though this has
changed recently in the coin field as well.

There have been many times that I have gone through
an auction catalog seeing something that I am interested
in purchasing, then upon reading the description finding
that the note has “nicely executed edge repairs.”
Personally, I have a let down, for I am not interested in a
note that has been “doctored.”

There was a time when a note that was doctored was
taboo in this field, nowit has become universally accept-
able. Why the shift?

Certainly, repaired notes look nicer. They are more
attractive to look at(if the doctoring was done profession-
ally) than a note that is missing, say, a small corner piece.
Thus a more attractive note might be able to bring in
more money when it is sold. This means more money for
the owner of the note, and of course more money for the
auction company or dealer selling the note on commis-
sion. 

Just think for a moment of the added profits for the
collector, dealer or auction company if every time that a
particular nice “repaired note” re-circulates and comes
back on the market, it will bring a strong price because it
is very nice looking (repaired). Think of the “multiplier
effect” of this? 

I see money signs!
Do we blame the Grading Services that assign a grade

to such notes? Do we blame the “Doctors” who do the
actual repairing? Do we blame the auction companies for
including these “fixed” notes into their professional auc-
tions? Do we blame us collectors for even desiring these
“altered” notes? Maybe it’s the uneducated currency spec-
ulators fueling this frenzy?

But then again, maybe I am missing the point?  This
country needs jobs. 

Instead of simply rejecting a note as “repaired,” the
grading services accept these “processed” notes,  they
spend more time analyzing a note, encapsulating a note,
and telling us that a note has a “professionally repaired
edge split” while grading it an “Apparent” V.F. 20.  They
take more time, and of course they are charging for their
time. If we keep this up, I can see a day, in the not to far
off future when every note will be graded “Apparent C.U.
60, if not for the professionally repaired rips, tears pin-
holes and corner folds.”  

Certainly we are employing many of these so-called
“Doctors,” for not one person can do all this work. Of
course, they are “charging” for their services as well. And
as with any profession, some of these “restorers” are better
than others. And by accepting these notes, this in turn also
provides more work, and profits, for the auction compa-
nies. Everybody gets a piece of the pie.  

Maybe I can be blamed for all this nonsense, for I
just – for the very first time – purchased a note from auc-
tion that was “repaired.”  The description went like this:
“There is some expert restoration along the top edge, but
it is so well done that a casual inspection would miss it
completely.” 

If I was writing the description for the auction com-
pany I would have written this: “This note has been doc-
tored and molested along the top edge, therefore we will
not stand by the grade, purchase as is, no returns.” 

I would like to point out that the note in question
here is a “Unique” first charter, original series national,
otherwise I would have had no interest in purchasing a
doctored note. 

The funny thing is, this note did not need to be
repaired, rarity alone would have brought top price.
Personally, I wish the note was not messed with, and left
in its “natural state of preservation.”  I would have paid
the same, and been happier. 

At this time I would like to say that “Professional
Restorers” and “Preservationists” provide an absolute
invaluable service to society.  They help keep antiquities,
maps, treasured documents, family heirlooms, national
treasures and the like, from deteriorating. And when
destruction does take its toll through fire, natural disas-
ters, and insects, they help bring something whole again
that otherwise may have been lost forever. Again, a most
precious service indeed.

However, I think that in a hobby as ours, in which
“grading” and “natural state of preservation,” which is the
core and most “primary basis” of collecting, that a letter
or numerical grade should not be given to a repaired note,
nor should they be “graded” at all.                                     �
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